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Abstract 

Quality	 Monitor	 is	 application,	 which	 automatically	 analyzes	 software	 projects	 for	

quality	 and	makes	 quality	 assessment	 reports.	 This	 thesis	 project	 aims	 to	 instantiate	

Quality	Monitor	 for	 a	 large	 real-world	 .Net	 project	 and	 to	 extend	 Quality	Monitor	 by	

considering	 other	 data	 sources	 than	 just	 source	 code.	 This	 extended	 analysis	 scope	

includes	 bug	 reports,	 features,	 and	 time	 reports	 besides	 .Net	 assemblies	 (code)	 as	

artifacts.		Different	tools	were	investigated	for	the	analysis	of	code,	bug	reports,	features,	

and	time	reports. 

The	analysis	of	.Net	assemblies	was	implemented	as	none	of	the	existing	tools	under	

evaluation	 met	 all	 requirements.	 The	 analysis	 of	 .Net	 assemblies	 was	 successfully	

completed;	 it	 allows	 the	 extraction	data	 necessary	 for	 creating	 Call	 and	 Control	 Flow	

graphs.	 These	 graphs	 are	 used	 for	 calculating	 additional	 metrics	 allowing	 for	 an	

improved	assessment	of	quality	of	the	project.	Implementation	of	.Net	assembly	reader	

was	tested	using	large	real	world	industrial	project.	 

Other	 data	 sources	 were	 analyzed	 theoretically,	 but	 excluded	 for	 further	

implementation.	Altogether	the	 thesis	 includes	an	analysis	of	possible	Quality	Monitor	

extensions	 including	 their	 requirements,	 design,	 and	 (partially)	 their	 implementation	

and	evaluation. 
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CFG	–	Control	Flow	Graph 
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GWT	–	Google	Web	Toolkit 
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UI	–	User	Interface 
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1. Introduction 

This	chapter	gives	an	overview	about	motivation	and	thesis	goals. 

1.1 Motivation 

Industrial	 software	products	become	 larger	and	more	 complex.	 It	 results	 in	 increased	

costs,	 lower	quality	 and	 higher	 level	of	 changes.	Therefore	quality	 requirements	were	

introduced	as	an	essential	part	of	software	development.	This	kind	of	projects	requires	

systematic	and	planned	approach	to	measure	and	evaluate	its	quality.	 

Software	 quality	 is	 a	 characteristic	 of	 software	 as	 the	 degree	 of	 compliance	 to	

requirements.	 The	 requirements	 can	 be	 interpreted	 quite	 broadly,	 giving	 rise	 to	 a	

number	of	independent	de0initions.	 

The	quality	of	the	code	can	be	determined	by	various	criteria.	According	to	McCall’s	

Software	Quality	Factors	are	de0ined	by	following	[2]: 

− Maintainability	–	ability	to	maintain	(e.g.	0inding	and	0ixing	bugs) 

− Flexibility	–	ability	of	make	a	modi0ication 

− Testability	–	effort	to	test	a	feature 

− Portability	–	ability	to	run	software	on	different	platforms	 

− Reusability	–ability	to	reuse	code	without	modi0ication 

− Interoperability	–	ability	to	work	with	other	software	(e.g.	following	standards) 

− Correctness	-	ability	to	perform	as	de0ined	by	speci0ication 

− Reliability	–	ability	to	perform	under	changing	conditions	 

− Ef0iciency	–	resource	usage	for	de0ined	functionality 

− Usability	–	effort	to	use 

 

Refactoring	is	the	main	method	to	improve	the	quality	of	code. 

Applied	 Research	 in	 System	 Analysis	 (ARiSA)	 is	 an	 IT	 company	 in	 Sweden,	 which	

develops	products	to	assess	software	quality	[1].	One	of	its	products	is	Quality	Monitor.	

Quality	Monitor	automatically	analyzes	projects	 for	quality	goals	and	reports	issues.	It	

provides	graphical	overviews	of	system	changes	regarding	design	and	complexity.	 

The	current	Quality	Monitor	consists	of	a	set	of	standard	information	extraction	and	

analysis	 components	 that	 are	 customizable	 for	 customer	 needs.	 With	 broader	 use	 of	

Quality	Monitor	there	is	a	need	to	extend	this	set	of	components	to	have	a	wider	quality	

overview	of	the	projects.	The	architecture	of	Quality	Monitor	is	designed	such	that	it	can	

be	 extended	 by	 additional	 information	 extraction	 components	 (frontend	 readers).	

Currently	 it	 has	 number	 of	 frontend	 readers	 exists	 to	 extract	 information	 from	

documentation	and	code,	e.g.	Delphi	and	Java,	but	project	quality	can	also	be	measured	

by	using	additional	sources	of	information	such	as	bug	trackers,	time	logging	software,	

etc.	 Also,	 new	 code	 frontend	 readers	 are	 interesting	 allowing,	 e.g.,	 assessing	 .Net	

projects,	 they	 were	 excluded	 from	 analysis	 before.	 It	 brings	 more	 practical	 and	

commercial	value	for	 the	product,	since	according	to	TIOBE	Programming	Community	

Index	for	 July	2013	[22]	share	of	C#	and	VB.Net	 is	~7.5%	of	the	market,	which	places	

.Net	on	5th	place	after	C++. 
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1.2 Goal 

The	 goal	 of	 this	 thesis	 project	 is	 to	 extend	 Quality	Monitor	 with	 additional	 frontend	

components	and	to	integrate	these	in	a	project	quality	analysis.	 

1.3 Goal	Criteria 

The	solution	should	be	practical	in	a	real-world	project	setting.	Hence,	it	will	be	applied	

to	and	tested	in	an	ARiSA	project	(ST	Compiler)	and	should	prove	its	effectiveness	there.		

Effectiveness	 is	 evaluated	 by	 running	 time,	 which	 is	 limited	 to	 5	 minutes	 (other	 QM	

frontends	are	developed	with	this	requirement)	using	following	hardware:	Core	 i5	2.6	

GHz,	8	GB	RAM	DDR3,	120	GB	SSD.	 

The	 solution	 should	work	 fully	 automated,	 i.e.,	 no	manual	 input	 or	 adjustment	 to	

input	is	required	to	extract	and	process	the	quality	related	project	information.	 

1.4 Approach 

The	approach	to	reach	the	goal	is	following: 

− Research	and	implement	(if	possible)	frontend	reader	for	.Net	assembly.	It	should	

provide	control	0low	and	call	graph	as	an	output. 

− Research	and	implement	(if	possible)	frontend	reader	for	a	bug	tracker	Redmine.	

Bug	reports	and	their	status	can	indicate	the	quality	of	the	project	and	its	trend. 

− Research	and	implement	(if	possible)	frontend	reader	for	TimeLog.	List	of	tasks	

and	statistics	used	in	various	metrics. 

− Implement	external	API	for	reading	TimeLog	data	(tasks	and	statistics). 

− Integrate	frontends	developed	above	in	Quality	Monitor. 

1.5 Thesis	structure 

The	 structure	 of	 the	 thesis	 report	 is	 following.	 Chapter	 2	 provides	 information	 about	

background,	 requirements	 and	 existing	 tools	 to	 assess	 software	 quality	 and	 ways	 to	

extract	necessary	information.		Chapter	3	lists	proposed	metrics	for	quality	assessment.	

Chapter	 4	 gives	 an	 overview	 on	 architecture	 and	 design	 of	 the	 system	 and	 frontend	

reader.	 Chapter	 5	 evaluates	 the	 work	 according	 to	 de0ined	 goal	 criterias.	 Chapter	 6	

provides	 conclusions	 and	 possible	 future	 development	 of	 the	 Quality	 Monitor	 and	

VizzAnalyzer. 
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2. State	of	art 

This	chapter	describes background, features and	requirements,	alternative	tools	and	

libraries. 

2.1 Background	 

“Software	 metric	 is	 a	 measure	 of	 some	 property	 of	 a	 piece	 of	 software	 or	 its	

speci0ications.”[25]	 It	 is	 used	 as	 objective	 and	 countable	 way	 to	 describe	 a	 software	

quality.	 Each	 program	 can	 be	 represented	 by	 graphs,	 which	 can	 be	 used	 to	 calculate	

various	metrics.	 

We	 will	 use	 static	 analysis	 to	 extract	 call	 and	 control	 �low	 graphs	 as	 program	

representations	for	further	analysis	and	metrics	calculation.	 

”Call	 graph	 is	 a	 directed	 graph	 that	 represents	 calling	 relationships	 between	

subroutines	 in	a	computer	program.	Each	node	represents	a	procedure	and	each	

edge	indicates	that	procedure	calls	another	procedure.	A	dynamic	call	graph	 is	a	

record	of	an	execution	of	the	program.	A	static	call	graph	is	a	call	graph	intended	

to	represent	every	possible	run	of	the	program.”[23] 

”Control	�low	graph	is	a	directed	graph	that	used	to	represent	all	paths	of	the	

program	 execution.	Each	 node	 represents	 a	 statement	 and	 each	 edge	 represent	

possible	jump	to	the	next	statement.“[24] 

These	graphs	will	allow	to	measure	following	metrics: 

− McCabe’s	Cyclomatic	Complexity	–	measures	complexity	of	the	program 

− Number	of	Classes 

− Number	of	Methods	 

− Antipatterns 

 

Object	of	analysis	 in	the	thesis	are	 .Net	assemblies.	A	.Net	assembly	is	a	DLL	or	EXE	

0ile,	which	consists	of: 

− Manifest	–	describes	structure	of	assembly 

− Metadata	–	tables	with	types	description,	references	and	values 

− CIL	 code	 –	 intermediate	 language	 instructions,	 which	 are	 transformed	 to	 CPU	

instructions	by	virtual	machine 

 

In	order	to	create	Call	Graph	and	Control	Flow	Graph	we	need	to	extract	information	

about	 classes	 de0ined	 in	 .Net	 assemblies.	 More	 speci0ically,	 we	 need	 to	 extract	

information	about: 

− Classes 

− Methods 

− Constructors 

− Call	Instructions	 

− Condition	Instructions 

− Jump	Instructions 

 

A	Common	Meta-Model	is	a	data	structure	for	storing	graphs.	This	model	is	used	by	

VizzAnalyzer	to	calculate	metrics. 
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2.2 Quality	Monitor	and	VizzAnalyzer 

“Quality	 Monitor	 is	 based	 on	 a	 number	 of	 automated	 analyses	 of	 the	 systems	 under	

development	 monitored	 over	 a	 number	 of	 development	 steps	 and	 gives	 a	 graphical	

overview	 of	 the	 system's	 changes	 regarding	 architecture	 and	 structure,	 design,	 and	

complexity.”	[3]	 

Quality	monitor	is	web-based	application	that	supports: 

− User	roles	-	for	each	user	role	is	de0ined	different	overview	of	status	of	the	project	

depends	on	the	needs	of	users 

− Authentication 

− Manual	project	uploading 

− Analyzing	of	the	upload 

− Displaying	metrics	calculation	result 

− Charts	and	graphical	result 

 

Quality	 monitor	 supports	 set	 of	 metrics	 regarding	 size	 and	 maintainability	 of	 the	

software	 project.	 	 Currently	 Quality	 Monitor	 analyzes	 turbo	 Pascal	 source	 code	 and	

documentation.	 Quality	 Monitor	 is	 built	 on	 top	 of	 VizzAnalyzer.	 Project	 structure	 is	

shown	in	Figure	2.1. 

 

Figure	2.1	–	Quality	Monitor	structure 

 

“VizzAnalyzer	 is	 a	 stand-alone	 tool	 for	 analyzing	 and	 visualizing	 structure	 and	

internal	 quality	 of	 large	 Java	 systems.	 It	 extracts	 information	 from	 a	 system's	 source	

code,	performs	further	analyses	and	applies	quality	metrics,	and,	 0inally,	visualizes	the	

results.	Further	programming	languages,	analysis/metrics	and	visualization	tools	can	be	

integrated	using	the	VizzAnalyzer	as	a	Framework.”	[4]	 

VizzAnalyzer	supports	following	metrics	[5]: 

− Weighted	Method	Count 

− Depth	of	Inheritance	Tree 

− Number	of	Children 

− Data	Abstraction	Coupling 

− Package	Data	Abstraction	Coupling 

− Change	Dependency	Between	Classes 

− Tight	Class	Cohesion 

− Tight	Package	Cohesion 

− Lack	of	Documentation 

 

VizzAnalyzer 

Quality	Monitor 

Pascal	Reader Documentation	Reader … Java	Reader 
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VizzAnalyzer	 has	modular	 structure,	 so	 its	 adapting	 to	 accept	 new	 source	 of	 input	

data	is	limited	to	adding	new	frontend	readers	to	existing	set	of	readers.	 

2.3 Features	and	requirements 

A	 .Net	 front	 reader	 will	 provide	 the	 ability	 to	 create	 call	 and	 control	 0low	 graphs,	

therefore	it	must	provide	following: 

− To	load	.Net	assembly	as	source	code,	DLL	or	EXE	0ile 

− List	classes	de0ined	in	an	assembly 

− For	each	class	list	all	de0ined	methods	 

− Each	 method	 must	 be	 inspected	 for	 instructions	 for	 calling	 other	 methods	

(required	to	make	a	call	graph) 

− Each	method	 instruction	must	 be	 inspected	 for	 control	 statements	 and	 “goto”-

statement	(required	to	make	a	control	0low	graph) 

− Export	of	extracted	data	to	XML	0ile 

 

In	order	to	extend	the	scope	of	measured	quality	was	proposed	this	list	of	additional	

metrics	 that	may	indicate	quality	status	(Table	3.1	 -	List	of	proposed	metrics).	 	To	get	

necessary	 information	 for	 these	 metrics	 we	 need	 additional	 sources	 of	 data.	

Documentation	and	test	coverage	was	excluded	for	further	analysis,	because	the	scope	

of	the	thesis	will	be	too	wide.	Code	itself	 is	not	enough	to	calculate.	We	need	to	extract	

bug	 reports,	 time	 reports,	 and	 list	 of	 features.	Therefore	Redmine	 and	TimeLog	were	

chosen	 as	 the	 source	 (since	 only	 these	 tools	 are	 used	 in	 ARiSA).	 TimeLog	 is	 a	 tool	

developed	by	ARiSA	and	used	internally	only. 

Redmine	 front	reader	will	provide	ability	to	extract	 items	(bug	reports,	 features)	of	

the	selected	project.	Each	item	should	have	following: 

− Title 

− Create	time 

− Close	time 

− Assigned	person 

− Reported	by 

− Export	of	extracted	data	to	XML	0ile 

 

TimeLog	 front	 reader	 will	 provide	 ability	 to	 extract	 time	 reports	 for	 the	 selected	

software	project.	Each	report	should	have	following: 

− User 

− Project	Name 

− Task	Name 

− Time	start 

− Time	end 

− Export	of	extracted	data	to	XML	0ile 

 

TimeLog	API	will	provide	an	interface	for	read	access	TimeLog	database	for	TimeLog	

frontend	reader	or	other	applications. 

Each	frontend	reader	above	will	be	integrated	to	Quality	Monitor	by: 

− Importing	XML	0ile 
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− Creating	Common	Meta-Model	(CMM) 

2.4 Software	quality	assessment	tools	and	libraries 

Low	quality	 of	 the	 software	may	 increase	 cost	 and	 time	 for	 further	 development	 and	

modi0ication.	 In	 this	 chapter	 Analyst4j,	 Metrics,	 MS	 Visual	 Studio	 2012,	 NDepend,	

Re0lection,	Roslyn,	Resharper,	CodeDom,	FxCop,	Redmine	and	Timelog	are	overviewed	

and	analyzed	possibility	for	use	in	the	work.	 

2.4.1 Analyst4j 

This	tool	works	as	a	plugin	for	Eclipse	IDE	and	suitable	for	Java	projects.	 

Supports	following	metrics	[7]: 

− Weighted	Methods	Complexity	(WMC) 

− Response	For	Class	(RFC) 

− Lack	Of	Cohesive	Methods	(LCOM) 

− Coupling	Between	Objects	(CBO) 

− Depth	of	Inheritance	Tree	(DIT) 

− Number	of	Children	(NOC) 

− Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe) 

− Essential Complexity (EC) 

− Halstead Complexity Metrics (Halstead Effort, Volume)  

 

It	also	provides	set	of	method,	class,	 0ile	and	package	 level	metrics.	 Supports	result	

visualization	and	data	export.	 

This	tool	is	similar	to	VizzAnalyzer,	but	provides	some	additional	metrics	to	measure	

code	complexity.	 

2.4.2 Metrics	 

This	tool	works	as	a	plugin	for	Eclipse	IDE.	Supports	following	metrics	[8]: 

− Number	of	Classes 

− Number	of	Children 

− Number	of	Interfaces 

− Depth	of	Inheritance	Tree	 

− Number	of	Overridden	Methods	 

− Number	of	Methods	 

− Number	of	Fields 

− Lines	of	Code 

− McCabe	Cyclomatic	Complexity 

− Weighted	Methods	per	Class	 

− Afferent	Coupling	 

− Efferent	Coupling	 

− Instability 

− Abstractness	 

The	main	 difference	 of	 this	 tool	 from	VizzAnalyzer	 that	 it	 provides	 different	 list	 of	

metrics	 and	 there	 is	 no	 support	 for	 code	 visualization.	 The	 result	 is	 represented	 as	 a	

table	form,	which	is	shown	on	Figure	2.2	–	Metrics	[8]. 
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Figure	2.2	–	Metrics	[8] 

 

2.4.3 Microsoft	Visual	Studio	2012 

Visual	Studio	supports	calculation	following	metrics	[6]: 

− Maintainability	Index 

− Cyclomatic	Complexity 

− Depth	of	Inheritance 

− Class	Coupling 

− Lines	of	Code 

 

Analysis	 is	 focused	on	 .Net	 language	 stack	 instead	 of	 Java.	 It	 does	not	 support	 any	

code	visualizations	(only	measurements	result	in	a	table	form,	as	it	is	shown	on	Figure	

2.3	–	Microsoft	Visual	Studio	Metrics	[10]). 

 

 

Figure	2.3	–	Microsoft	Visual	Studio	Metrics	[10] 

 

2.4.4 NDepend 

This	tool	integrates	to	Microsoft	Visual	Studio.	It	supports	result	visualization.	This	tool	

differs	 from	other	not	only	by	huge	metrics	number	(82	[9]),	but	ability	to	query	code	

using	 Linq	 language	 and	 issue	warnings	 by	 de0ining	 custom	 rules	 (Figure	2.4	 –	 Code	

query	[9]). 
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from m in JustMyCode.Methods.Where(m1 => !m1.WasAdded()) 

let oldComplexity = m.OlderVersion().CyclomaticComplexity 

let newComplexity = m.CyclomaticComplexity 

where oldComplexity > 8 && oldComplexity < newComplexity 

select new { m, oldComplexity, newComplexity } 

Figure	2.4	–	Code	query	[9] 

2.5 Information	extraction	(from	.Net) 

Information	 extraction	 is	 a	 method	 that	 gets	 necessary	 information	 from	 different	

software	 artifacts	 as	 structured	data	 for	 further	processing.	A	 .Net	 assembly	 is	 such	 a	

software	artifact.	It	is	represented	as	an	array	of	CIL	code	and	metadata,	which	is	not	an	

immediately	 suitable	 structure	 for	 creating	 Call	 and	 Control	 Flow	 graphs.	 Therefore,	

information	extraction	abstracts	from	details	of	the	direct	.Net	assembly	representation	

and	provides	the	information	necessary	for	the	creation	of	Call	and	Control	Flow	graphs.	 

Different	information	extraction	tools	are	discussed	below.	 

2.5.1 Re&lection	 

Re0lection	 is	 a	part	 of	 standard	 library	 in	 .Net	 framework.	 It	 allows	us	 to	 inspect	 .Net	

assembly	 to	 the	 depth	 of	 methods	 and	 constructors.	 	 It	 provides	 simple	 interface	 to	

access	this	information.	The	following	code	(Figure	2.5)	listing	loads	.Net	assembly	and	

lists	all	classes	and	methods. 

 

Figure	2.5	–	Re0lection	usage	sample 

Re0lection	 allows	 inspecting	 method	 body	 as	 a	 byte	 array	 of	 Common	 Intermediate	

Language	 (CIL).	 In	 this	 case	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 write	 CIL	 parser	 and	 extract	 necessary	

instructions	and	its	parameters,	but	in	many	cases	instructions	take	identi0ier	as	a	value	

(for	example	call		[11]).	The	value	is	a	reference	that	can	be	used	for	metadata	table	look	

up,	 to	 0ind	 the	 actual	 value.	 But	 re0lection	 does	not	 provide	 any	 way	 to	 access	 these	

tables. 

Another	 way	 to	 extract	 necessary	 instructions	 is	 the	 ability	 to	 transform	 the	 code	

emitting	 CIL	 code	 using	 re0lection.	 For	 call	 instructions	 it	 could	 be	 static	 function	

invocation	 which	 is	 inserted	 at	 the	 beginning	 of	 each	 method	 and	 at	 the	 end.	 This	

function	will	write	current	class	and	method	name	to	the	0ile.	So	we	will	get	log	0ile	with	

a	consequence	of	function.	Proposed	code	transformation	is	shown	on	Figure	2.6. 
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Figure	2.6	–	Code	before	and	after	transformation 

This	code	transformation	approach	would	allow	us	to	create	dynamic	call	graph	for	

single	threaded	applications	only.	This	scope	of	applications	is	very	limited	and	cannot	

be	used	for	practical	application	in	industrial	projects.	 

2.5.2 Roslyn	 

Roslyn	is	a	project	in	a	preview	state	which	goal	is	to	provide	public	API	(Figure	2.7)	for	

compiler	internals.	Its	goal	is	enabling	developers	to	write	tools	for	code	analysis,	code	

generation	etc.	[12]. 

 

Figure	2.7	–	Compiler	API	[12] 

Project	 is	 in	development	state.	 It	gives	 simple	access	 to	syntax	 tree,	but	no	way	 to	

access	 necessary	 information	 to	 build	 call	 graph	 and	 control	 0low	was	 found	 (lack	 of	

semantic	data).	 

This	library	was	not	used	for	further	development	because: 

− Documentation	 is	 limited.	 Poor	 description	 and	 no	 public	 source	 code	 of	 the	

library. 

− Documentation	is	outdated.	API	is	changed	signi0icantly. 

− Project	is	not	stable.	Numerous	crashes	prevented	further	library	research. 

But	overall	this	project	is	developed	and	looks	promising	for	future	usage. 
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2.5.3 Resharper 

Resharper	 is	a	plugin	developed	by	JetBrains	to	 increase	productivity	 in	 the	Microsoft	

Visual	Studio.	It	conducts	static	code	analysis	(search	for	bugs	in	the	code	to	compile)	in	

a	 scope	 of	 solution,	 provides	 additional	 tools	 for	 autocompletion,	 navigation,	 search,	

syntax	highlighting,	formatting,	optimization	and	code	generation	provides		automated	

refactoring,	simpli0ies	unit	testing	environments	NUnit	and	MSTest.	Resharper	provides	

public	API,	which	allows	developers	to	create	tools	and	extend	Resharper. 

Resharper	API	consists	of	following	subsystems	[14]: 

− Platform	-	interaction	directly	with	Visual	Studio 

− PSI	 -	 Program	 Structure	 Interface,	 responsible	 for	 lexing	 and	 parsing	 the	

languages 

− PSI	Services	-	various	services	built	on	top	of	the	information	provided	by	PSI 

− Features	-	code	completion,	navigation,	code	cleanup 

− Feature	Services	-	built	on	top	of	Features 

− Daemon	-	background-running	tasks	that	analyze	source	and	binary	code 

− Intentions	–	functionality	for	building	UI 

− Live	Templates	–	code	snippets 

− Refactoring 

In	order	to	create	call	and	control	0low	graphs	of	the	program	we	need	to	use	PSI	and	

PSI	Services	provided	by	Resharper.	Resharper	allows	operating	with	source	code	only.	 

Resharper	 API	 documentation	 is	 very	 poorly	 documented.	 Research	 showed	 that	

there	is	no	accessible	symbol	table.	But	it	is	possible	to	get	access	to	syntax	tree	of	the	

code	(Figure	2.8)	built	by	Resharper	(Figure	2.9).	 

 
Figure	2.8	–	Sample	code	for	analysis 
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Figure	2.9	–	AST	for	sample	code	produces	by	Resharper	parser 

By	using	provided	tree	by	Resharper	it	would	be	possible	to	create	control	0low	and	

call	graphs,	but	we	will	face	problems	by	implementing	partial	semantic	analysis	for	the	

language.	Since	information	is	not	enough	for	straight	forward	implementation. 

2.5.4 CodeDom 

CodeDom	is	a	standard	.Net	library	for	code	generation	[27].	Investigation	has	not	found	

any	abilities	to	read	assemblies.	So	this	library	is	not	suitable	for	master	thesis	purpose. 

2.5.5 FxCop 

“FxCop	 is	 a	 tool	 for	 static	 code	 analysis	 for	 compliance	with	 corporate	 standards	

and	 regulations.	This	 tool	 is	popular	 in	 the	groups	 that	 tend	 to	write	 the	 correct,	

safe	 and	 in	 accordance	 with	 any	 accepted	 rules.	 These	 rules	 usually	 are	

recommendations	 that	 contain	 the	 naming	 convention	 of	 variables,	 methods,	
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parameters	 passed,	 as	 well	 as	 a	 variety	 of	 templates.	FxCop	 has	 a	mechanism	 to	

verify	the	intermediate	code	on	certain	design	rules.	The	program	works	with	pre-

compiled	assembly	dll	or	exe	and	as	a	result	of	 their	work,	 to	submit	proposals	 to	

improve	the	code.”	[15] 

FxCop	 allows	 writing	 custom	 rules	 using	 FxCop	 SDK.	 SDK	 provides	 API	 for	 code	

model	 represented	 in	 a	 tree	 form	 similar	 to	 AST.	 There	 are	 a	 number	 of	 node	 types	

available	(Figure	2.10). 

 

Figure	2.10	–	Object	Model	Relationships	[16] 

We	 can	 inspect	 .Net	 assembly	 by	 inheriting	 BaseIntrospectionRule	 class	 and	

overriding	Check	method	(Figure	2.11).	 

 

Figure	2.11	–	Sample	implementation	of	FxCop	rule 

This	approach	should	make	possible	to	build	call	and	control	0low	graphs. 

2.6 Other	information	sources 

Extraction	from	other	information	sources	is	described	in	this	section. 

2.6.1 Redmine 

Redmine	 is	a	widely	used	bug-tracking	system.	Some	of	 the	main	 features	of	Redmine	

are	[17]: 

− Multiple	projects	support 

− Flexible	role	based	access	control 

− Flexible	issue	tracking	system 

− Gantt	chart	and	calendar 
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− News,	documents	&	0iles	management 

− Feeds	&	email	noti0ications 

− Per	project	wiki 

− Per	project	forums 

− Time	tracking 

− Custom	0ields	for	issues,	time-entries,	projects	and	users 

− SCM	integration	(SVN,	CVS,	Git,	Mercurial) 

− Issue	creation	via	email 

− Multiple	LDAP	authentication	support 

− User	self-registration	support 

− Multilanguage	support 

− Multiple	databases	support 

 

Redmine	exposes	some	of	its	data	through	a	REST	API,	which	provides	access	and	basic	

CRUD	 operations	 (create,	 update,	 delete)	 for	 the	 resources	 [18].	 Access	 to	 the	 list	 of	

issues	is	shown	in	Figure	2.12. 

 
Figure	2.12	–	Sample	Redmine	API	usage	[19] 

2.6.2 TimeLog 

TimeLog	 is	 a	 system	 for	 time	 tracking	 and	 project	 management.	 It	 is	 web	 based	

application	which	allows	to: 

− Manage	users 

− Manage	projects 

− Manage	tasks	and	their	estimations 

− Log	time	spent	on	task 

− See	project	statistics	(burn	down	charts,	spent	time,	costs	etc.) 

TimeLog	has	no	 explicit	API,	which	would	make	possible	 to	query	 database	 for	3rd	

party	applications.	Data	extraction	would	require	writing	this	API. 
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2.7 Summary 

Summarizing	all	available	tools	and	libraries	for	inspection	.Net	assemblies	above: 

Roslyn	 cannot	 be	 reused	 because	 of	 early	 development	 stage,	 which	 re0lects	 in	

instability,	lack	of	documentation	and	more	importantly	not	stable	API. 

FxCop	provides	access	to	AST	with	all	semantics	needed	for	graphs	construction,	but	

it	has	dependencies	on	libraries	provided	with	MS	Visual	Studio. 

Resharper	lacks	of	symbol	table.	So	to	create	any	of	required	graphs	we	will	need: 

− traverse	a	tree 

− create	symbol	table 

− resolve	function	call	overloading	 

Another	problem	of	using	this	approach	is	that	Resharper	runs	only	as	a	part	of	MS	

Visual	Studio.	So	integrating	with	Quality	Monitor	will	be	another	major	issue. 

Re0lection	 is	should	be	 the	 0irst	choice	 for	exploring	 .Net	assemblies	till	 the	level	of	

the	method.	 

Redmine	has	 its	own	API,	which	can	be	easily	reused,	but	calculating	metrics	which	

require	mapping	 to	other	 entities	 require	 following	 some	 prede0ined	naming	 rules	 or	

customizing	Redmine	by	additional	0ields. 

TimeLog	is	used	only	in	ARiSA	AB	and	does	not	have	its	API	and	same	mapping	issue	

as	Redmine,	therefore	application	is	limited. 
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3. Analysis 

This	chapter	contains additional metrics and their artifacts, which can be taken in the scope 

of the analysis. 

3.1 Metrics 

Software	development	is	a	process	which	consists	of	several	phases	(Figure	3.1). 

 

Figure	3.1	–	Software	development	phases	[28] 

Source	code	is	an	important,	but	not	the	only	artifact,	which	quality	can	be	measured	

as	a	part	of	software	project	quality	assessment.	Quality	can	be	re0lected	in	the	quality	of	

artifacts	produced	in	each	phase: 

− Requirements:	documentation,	tickets	in	bug	tracking	system 

− Design:	documentation,	prototype 

− Implementation:	source	code,	binaries 

− Veri0ication	and	validation:	documentation/tests/tickets	in	a	bug	tracking	system 

− Operation	and	maintenance:	documentation/tickets	in	bug	tracking	system 

 

These	 artifacts	 can	 be	 used	 to	 calculate	 metrics	 -	 indicators	 of	 software	 project	

quality.	Here	we	disregard	tools	that	are	able	to	extract	necessary	information.	Table	3.1	

shows	 metric	 or	 indicator	 name,	 measured	 in,	 if	 high	 value	 is	 better	 than	 low,	

importance	(how	valuable	the	metric	could	be)	and	what	effort	is	needed	to	implement	

it(1	-	low,	2	-	average,	3	-	high). 

Metric\Indicator High is better Importance  Difficulty to measure 

Actual work / Planned work (h, n) + 3 1 

Number of bugs found by QAs (n) - 2 1 

Number of bugs found by Devs (n) - 1 1 

Number of bugs found by Customer (n) - 3 1 

Time to fix a bug (h) - 2 1 

Time from release to bug report from Customer (h) + 3 1 

Number of unresolved bugs (n) - 2 1 

Requirements 

Design 

Implementation 

Veri�ication	and	validation 

Operation	and	maintenance 
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Test coverage (%, LOC) + 2 2 

Doc coverage (%, LOC) + 2 3 

Outdated doc (%) - 2 3 

Automated generated docs (%) + 3 1 

Automated tests (%) + 3 1 

Bug / feature  (n)  - 1 1 

Time to add a feature (h) - 1 1 

Time to write a test (h) - 2 1 

Design patterns use (n) + 2 3 

Antipatterns use (n) - 3 3 

Reimplementation, refactoring, code improving (%) - 2 2 

Issues reported as bugs are not bugs (%) - 2 1 

Bugs covered by tests (%) + 3 1 

Bug regression (n) - 2 1 

Time to implement changed requirements (h) - 1 1 

Number of bugs in docs (n) - 2 1 

Number of bugs in tests (n) - 2 1 

Bugs / Time of day (Correlation) - 1 2 

Bugs / Meetings (n) - 2 1 

Test quality: size / coverage (n) - 2 2 

Doc quality + 2 3 

Unreproduced bugs found by QA (n) - 3 1 

Unreproduced bugs found by Customer (n) - 3 1 

Bugs found by QA + Devs / bugs found by Customer (n) + 3 1 

Code coverage by single unit test (LOC) - 2 2 

Other code metrics  3 1-3 

Table	3.1	-	List	of	proposed	metrics 

Next	 we	 are	 interested	 in	 the	 artifacts	 that	 capture	 the	 essential	 information	 for	

analyzing	 the	 aforementioned	 metrics.	 Note	 that	 we	 still	 disregard	 the	 tools	 able	 to	

extract	 the	 necessary	 information	 from	 these	 artifacts.	 Table	 3.2	 shows	 metric	 or	

indicator	 name,	 list	 of	 artifacts	 (source	 code,	 documentation,	 tests,	 time	 report,	 bug	

report).	The	green	0ield	corresponds	to	artifact	usage. 

Metric\Indicator Code Docs Tests Time report Bug report 

Actual work / Planned work (h, n)           

Number of bugs found by QAs (n)           

Number of bugs found by Devs (n)           

Number of bugs found by Customer (n)           

Time to fix a bug (h)           

Time from release to bug report from Customer (h)           

Number of unresolved bugs (n)           

Test coverage (%, LOC)           

Doc coverage (%, LOC)           

Outdated doc (%)           

Automated generated docs (%)           
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Automated tests (%)           

Bug / feature  (n) Bugs / class           

Time to add a feature (h)           

Time to write a test (h)         

Design patterns use (n)           

Antipatterns use (n)           

Reimplementation, refactoring, code improving (%)           

Issues reported as bugs are not bugs (%)           

Bugs covered by tests (%)           

Bug regression (n)           

Time to implement changed requirements (h)           

Number of bugs in docs (n)           

Number of bugs in tests (n)           

Bugs / Time of day (Correlation)           

Bugs / Meetings (n)           

Test quality: size / coverage (n)           

Doc quality           

Unreproduced bugs found by QA (n)           

Unreproduced bugs found by Customer (n)           

Bugs found by QA + Devs / bugs found by Customer (n)           

Code coverage by single unit test (LOC)         

Other code metrics      

Table	3.2	–	List	of	artifacts	required	to	calculate	metrics 

3.2 Conclusion 

Once	 we	 know	 the	 metrics	 we	 are	 interested	 in	 and	 the	 artifacts	 containing	 the	

necessary	 information,	we	 can	 now	 focus	 on	 the	 tools	 extracting	 this	 information.	 As	

many	different	artifacts	are	involved,	there	is	not	a	single	such	tool.	Instead,	we	need	to	

develop	 a	 system	 integrating	 different	 information	 extraction	 components	 with	 the	

metrics	analysis.	Such	architecture	will	be	introduced	in	the	next	section.		  
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4. Architecture	and	design 

This	 chapter	contains	 information	about	architecture	and	data	 layer.	 It	 reuses	existing	

Quality	Monitor	and	VizzAnalyzer	components. 

4.1 Architecture 

Quality	Monitor	consists	of	two	parts	–	frontend	and	backend(Figure	4.1).	Frontend	part	

serves	user	requests	and	passes	data	to	and	 from	backend.	Backend	is	responsible	for	

data	analysis	logic.	Readers	supply	data.	Reader’s	task	is	to	process	backend	request	and	

return	data	in	a	certain	format.	 

 

Figure	4.1	–	Quality	Monitor	architecture 

Quality	Monitor	consists	of	these	elements: 

− Common	–	functionality	shared	across	application 

− Con0ig	–	responsible	for	con0iguration	and	settings 

− Daemon	–	responsible	for	background	tasks 

− DB	–	responsible	for	storing	data	(users,	analysis	result	etc.) 

− Mail	–	responsible	for	mailing 

− Web	-	web	application,	written	on	Java	using	GWT	for	UI 

 

VizzAnalyzer	 is	responsible	 for	code	analysis.	Backend	contains	 logic	which	uses	CMM	

model	 to	 calculate	 quality	 metrics.	 Frontend	 consists	 of	 readers,	 which	 accept	

corresponding	 artifacts	 for	 data	 extraction.	 Currently	 frontend	 do	 not	 implement	

common	interface,	but	the	system	is	refactored	to	introduce	readers	as	plugins. 

4.2 Data	layer 

Common	Meta-Model	2.0	is	a	data	model	that	operates	VizzAnalyzer	for	calculating	code	

metrics.	 It	 represents	 a	 tree	 that	 contains	 project	 data.	 Therefore	 we	 need	 extract	

information	 from	 .Net	assembly	 to	CMM	model.	Since	VizzAnalyzer	and	 .Net	 front	end	

reader	 are	 heterogeneous	 applications	 XML	 format	 was	 chosen	 as	 intermediate	

export/import	data	format.	Data	0low	is	shown	in	Figure	4.2. 

VizzAnalyzer	

Backend 

Quality	

Monitor	

Backend 
Quality	

Monitor	

Frontend 

Common 

Con�ig 

Daemon 

DB 

Mail 

Web 

Common 

CMM	2.0 

… 

VizzAnalyzer	

Frontend 

Pascal	

.Net	

Assembly	

… 
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Figure	4.2	–	Data	diagram 

CMM	 model	 was	 designed	 to	 hold	 project	 structure	 of	 Pascal	 and	 Java	 projects,	

though	Project,	Directory	nodes	will	be	0illed	with	empty	data	since	 .Net	assemblies	do	

not	 store	 this	 information	 and	 namespaces	 are	 not	 managed	 by	 directory	 structure.	

Omitting	these	nodes	will	make	model	invalid.	Figure	4.3	shows	node	structure,	which	is	

necessary	for	data	extraction. 

 

Figure	4.3	–	CMM	2.0	nodes	used	for	storing	graph 

Mapping	of	call	and	control	0low	graphs	are	done	as	following: 

− Scope	–	root	node 

− Project	–	empty 

− Directory	–	empty 

− File	–	Assembly	0ile	name 

− Class	–	Class	 

− Method	–	Method 

− Statement	–	Instruction 

 

Method	 nodes	 can	 have	 CallRefEdge	 edges	 to	 other	 Method	 nodes	 that	 represent	

method	calls. 

.Net	assembly	does	not	store	statements,	as	they	are	translated	to	a	set	of	 low	level	

CIL	instructions.	Statement	node	contains	CIL	code	(Appendix	A-1),	Counter	–	number	

of	previous	statements	which	do	not	make	any	jump	to	any	other	statement.	Counter	is	

used	as	an	abstraction	of	the	actual	instructions.	Its	goal	is	to	avoid	instructions	that	are	

not	used	as	graph	nodes.	This	information	may	be	useful	in	the	future	but	it	is	currently	

disregarded.	Statement	node	may	have	CallRefEdge	to	other	statement	node. 

4.3 .Net	Front	End	design 

.Net	 Front	 End	 consists	 of	 2	 parts:	 .Net	 Assembly	 Reader	 Module	 and	 Integration	

Module(Figure	4.4). 

 

.Net	Assembly CG/CFG XML CMM 

Scope 

Project 
Directory 

File 
Class 

Method 

Statement 
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Figure	4.4	–	.Net	Front	End	design 

.Net	Assembly	Reader	Module	uses	re0lection	library	and	CIL	reader	for	creating	call	

and	control	0low	graphs.	It	provides	the	following	functionality: 

− Loading	.Net	assembly	as	DLL	or	EXE	0ile 

− Listing	classes	de0ined	in	an	assembly 

− Listing	all	de0ined	methods	 

− Parsing	 of	 CIL	 code	 described	 by	 Standard	 ECMA-335	 Common	 Language	

Infrastructure	 

− Exporting	data	to	XML	0ile 

 

Integration	Module	is	used	for	a	sole	purpose	to	import	graphs	in	XML	format	and	it	

to	VizzAnalyzer	in	CMM	model. 

4.4 Implementation 

Due	to	the	fact	that	an	existing	.Net	assembly	information	extractor	could	not	simply	be	

reused,	a	lot	of	implementation	effort	went	into	developing	such	an	extractor	instead	of	

integrating	existing	information	extraction	and	analysis	components.	 

4.4.1 Components	which	were	implemented	 

As	the	result	of	 the	work	a	 .Net	compiler	 front	end	was	implemented.	The	goal	of	this	

component	 is	 to	 extract	 information	 from	 .Net	 assemblies	 to	 XML	 format.	 Logical	

structure	is	shown	in	Figure	4.5. 

Integration	Module 

.Net	Assembly	Reader	Module 

CMM 

XML 

XML	
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Figure	4.5	-	.Net	Front	End	Component	diagram 

.Net	FrontEnd	Component	consists	of	these	parts: 

− AssemblyPaths	–	provides	paths	for	processing	assemblies 

− AssemblyDe0inition	–	provides	low	and	middle	level	access	.Net	assemblies	(This	

component	is	a	part	of	Mono	Framework) 

− XML	–	extracted	data	in	XML	format 

− AssemblyLoader	 –	 high	 level	 logic,	 loads	 assemblies	 and	 process	 them	 in	

CILReader 

− CILReader	 –	 reads	 internal	 content	 of	 assemblies	 and	 creates	 Call	 and	

ControlFlowGraphs 

− Class	–	class	de0inition 

− Method	–	method	de0inition 

− Instruction	–	instruction	de0inition 

− DataExport	–	exports	graph	data	stored	in	CILReader	to	XML 

 

Integration	module	(Figure	4.6)	consists	following	parts: 

− AssemblyParser	–	accepts	XML	provided	by	.Net	FrontEnd	component 

− CMMBuilder	–	creates	CMM	graph	using	data	provided	by	AssemblyParser 

− CMM	–	graph	(Call	and	Control	Flow)	which	is	passed	to	Vizzanalyzer	for	further	

analysis 

.Net FrontEnd 

«component» 

+ AssemblyLoader 
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+ DataExport 
CILReader

+ CILReader

CILReader 

AssemblyDefinition

+ Instruction

InstructionInfo

+ Method 

MethodInfo 

+ Class 

ClassInfo 
AssemblyPaths 

XML 

AssemblyDefinition 
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Figure	4.6	-	se.arise.vizzanalyzer.frontends.dotnet	Component	diagram 

4.4.2 Components	which	can	be	reused	 

Parsing	 .Net	 Assemblies	 requires	 signi0icant	 effort	 since	 it	 cannot	 be	parsed	 partially.	

Mono.Cecil	 library,	which	 is	 a	 part	 of	Mono	 Framework	provides	 set	 of	 classes	which	

encapsulates	 standard	 re0lection	 library	 and	 extends	 with	 ability	 to	 access	 CIL	 code	

without	parsing	by	byte	and	assembly	manifest	information	extraction.	 

Classes	which	are	reused: 

− MethodDe0inition	-	contains	method	signature	and	CIL	instruction	list 

− Instruction	–	contains	instruction	code	and	operands 

− Operand	–	parameter	for	instruction 

se.arise.vizzanalyzer.frontends.dotnet.parser

«component»

+ AssemblyParser + CMMBuilderXML

CMM

VizzBackEndListener 
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5. Evaluation	 

Evaluation	 restricts	 to	 components	 implemented	 in	 this	 thesis.	 The	 same	goal	 criteria	

that	 apply	 for	 an	 integrated	 project	 quality	 assessment	 tool	 will	 also	 be	 used	 for	

evaluating	its	components. 

For	evaluation	of	 .Net	Front	End	a	sample	program	was	 implemented	and	analyzed.	

Its	source	code	and	corresponding	generated	CIL	code	is	 listed	in	Appendix	A-2.	Using	

this	 data	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 manually	 verify	 the	 correctness	 of	 the	 result.	 Its	 graph	

(combination	of	Call	and	Control	Flow	graphs)	is	shown	in	Figure	5.1. 

 

 

Figure	5.1	–	CFG	for	sample	program	 
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The	SDT.ST2CCompiler.Frontend.dll	library	was	used	for	the	performance	evaluation.	

This	 library	 is	 part	 of	 the	 ST	 Compiler	 (a	 real	world	 industrial	 project	 developed	 by	

ARiSA	AB).	It	is	the	largest	company’s	development.	The	resulting	graph	(Figure	5.2,	not	

meant	to	be	analyzed	manually)	is	automatically	computed	in	145	seconds	(300	seconds	

maximum	expected)	and	contains	63316	nodes	and	94819	edges.	 

 

Figure	5.2	–	Control	Flow	Graph	for	SDT.ST2CCompiler.Frontend.dll 

This	information	extraction	from	.Net	assemblies	obviously	ful0ills	our	requirements:	

it	has	been	applied	to	a	real-world	project	and	showed	to	be	practical	 in	this	project,	

and	it	was	able	to	analyze	the	code	of	this	project	fully	automatically. 
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6. Conclusions	and	future	challenges 

This	chapter	contains	conclusions	and	list	of	proposals	for	future	development. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The	goal	of	 this	thesis	project	was	 to	extend	Quality	Monitor	with	additional	 frontend	

components	and	to	integrate	them	into	project	quality	analysis.	 

It	was	done	by	following: 

− Implemented	frontend	reader	for	.Net	assembly.	It	provides	control	0low	and	call	

graphs	as	an	output	XML	0ile. 

− Researched	possibility	to	create	a	reader	for	a	bug	tracker	Redmine.	 

− Researched	possibility	to	create	a	reader	for	TimeLog.	 

− Researched	possibility	API	for	reading	TimeLog	data	(tasks	and	statistics). 

− Integrated	.Net	assembly	reader	in	Quality	Monitor. 

 

The	 solution	 was	 tested	 in	 practical	 environment	 using	 real	 world	 project	 (ST2C	

compiler	developed	by	ARiSA).	The	solution	works	fully	automated,	no	manual	input	or	

adjustment	 to	 input	 is	 required	 to	 extract	 and	 process	 the	 quality	 related	 project	

information. 

Extracted	information	enables	to	calculate	following	metrics	for	.Net	assemblies: 

− McCabe’s	Cyclomatic	Complexity	–	measures	complexity	of	the	program 

− Number	of	Classes 

− Number	of	Methods	 

− Antipatterns 

 

.Net	assembly	reader	was	implemented	using	standard	Re0lection	(used	for	exploring	

till	method	level)	and	some	parts	of	Mono	library,	used	for	parsing	CIL	language.	Though	

library	has	high	portability	degree	and	can	be	compiled	with	Mono	Compiler	 (version	

3.0.6	or	higher)	to	work	under	Linux	environment. 

6.2 Future	challenges 

As	for	future	development	of	Quality	Monitor,	it	has	an	extendable	architecture	and	can	

be	further	extended	to	assess	more	project	related	data.	 

Current	design	of	VizzAnalyzer	does	not	have	a	common	interface	for	implementing	

readers	as	con0igurable	plugins,	but	refactoring	is	in	progress. 

Logical	 extension	 could	 be	 implementing	 reader	 for	 Redmine.	 That	 would	 bring	

ability	to	assess	not	only	software	quality,	but	activities	related	to	development	also	(for	

example	planning,	reporting).	Other	extension	could	be: 

− Extension	static	code 

− Dynamic	code	analysis 

− Documentation	quality 

− Test	quality 

− Planning	quality 

 

Possible	future	development	of	.Net	FrontEnd: 
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− Adding	properties	into	the	scope	(requires	adding	Property	component	and	

updating	DataExport	and	CMMBuilder	components) 

− Adding	generic	type	constraints	(requires	updating	Class	component,	DataExport	

and	CMMBuilder	components) 

− Adding	support	for	clojures	(set	of	needed	changes	need	to	be	investigated)	 

− Adding	metainformation	(requires	adding	MetaInformation	component	and	

updating	DataExport	and	CMMBuilder	components) 

− Adding	support	for	interfaces	(requires	adding	Interface	component	and	

updating	DataExport	and	CMMBuilder	components) 
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Appendix	A-1-	CIL	Instruction	List 

0x3B beq <int32 (target)> Branch to target if equal. 

0x2E beq.s <int8 (target)> Branch to target if equal, short form. 

0x3C bge <int32 (target)> Branch to target if greater than or equal to. 

0x2F bge.s <int8 (target)> Branch to target if greater than or equal to, short form. 

0x41 
bge.un <int32 

(target)> 

Branch to target if greater than or equal to (unsigned or 

unordered). 

0x34 
bge.un.s <int8 

(target)> 

Branch to target if greater than or equal to (unsigned or 

unordered), short form 

0x3D bgt <int32 (target)> Branch to target if greater than. 

0x30 bgt.s <int8 (target)> Branch to target if greater than, short form. 

0x42 
bgt.un <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if greater than (unsigned or unordered). 

0x35 
bgt.un.s <int8 

(target)> 

Branch to target if greater than (unsigned or unordered), short 

form. 

0x3E ble <int32 (target)> Branch to target if less than or equal to. 

0x31 ble.s <int8 (target)> Branch to target if less than or equal to, short form. 

0x43 
ble.un <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if less than or equal to (unsigned or unordered). 

0x36 
ble.un.s <int8 

(target)> 

Branch to target if less than or equal to (unsigned or unordered), 

short form 

0x3F blt <int32 (target)> Branch to target if less than. 

0x32 blt.s <int8 (target)> Branch to target if less than, short form. 

0x44 
blt.un <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if less than (unsigned or unordered). 

0x37 
blt.un.s <int8 

(target)> 
Branch to target if less than (unsigned or unordered), short form. 

0x40 
bne.un <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if unequal or unordered. 

0x33 
bne.un.s <int8 

(target)> 
Branch to target if unequal or unordered, short form. 

0x8C box <typeTok> Convert a boxable value to its boxed form 

0x38 br <int32 (target)> Branch to target. 

0x2B br.s <int8 (target)> Branch to target, short form. 

0x39 
brfalse <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is zero (false). 

0x2C 
brfalse.s <int8 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is zero (false), short form. 
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0x3A 
brinst <int32 

(target)> 

Branch to target if value is a non-null object reference (alias for 

brtrue). 

0x2D 
brinst.s <int8 

(target)> 

Branch to target if value is a non-null object reference, short form 

(alias for brtrue.s). 

0x39 
brnull <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is null (alias for brfalse). 

0x2C 
brnull.s <int8 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is null (alias for brfalse.s), short form. 

0x3A 
brtrue <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is non-zero (true). 

0x2D 
brtrue.s <int8 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is non-zero (true), short form. 

0x39 
brzero <int32 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is zero (alias for brfalse). 

0x2C 
brzero.s <int8 

(target)> 
Branch to target if value is zero (alias for brfalse.s), short form. 

0x28 call <method> Call method described by method. 

0x6F callvirt <method> 
 

Table	A-1.1	-	Processed	CIL	instruction	[26]	 
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Appendix	A-2-	Code	sample	and	its	CIL	generated	code 

using System; 
 
namespace ConsoleApplication5 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 

        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 

            Iftest(args); 
            SwitchTest(args); 

            ForTest(); 
            WhileTest(args); 
            DoWhile(args); 

            GotoTest(); 
            CatchFinallyTEst(); 
        } 

 
        private static void CatchFinallyTEst() 
        { 
            try 
            { 

                Console.WriteLine("try"); 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Test"); 
            } 

            finally 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Finally"); 
            } 

        } 
 

        private static void GotoTest() 
        { 
            Lbl: 

            Console.WriteLine("JmpTest"); 
 
            goto Lbl; 
        } 

 
        private static void DoWhile(string[] args) 
        { 

            do 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("dowhile"); 
            } while (args.Length > 0); 
        } 
 

        private static void WhileTest(string[] args) 
        { 

            while (args.Length > 0) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("while"); 
            } 
        } 
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        private static void ForTest() 
        { 
            for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) 
            { 

                Console.WriteLine("in for"); 
            } 

            Console.WriteLine("out for"); 
        } 
 
        private static void SwitchTest(string[] args) 
        { 

            switch (args.Length) 
            { 
                case 1: 
                    Console.WriteLine("1"); 
                    break; 
                default: 
                    Console.WriteLine("def"); 
                    break; 
            } 

        } 

 
        private static void Iftest(string[] args) 
        { 

            if (1 == args.Length) 
            { 

                Console.WriteLine("BEGINTEST"); 
            } 
            else 
            { 

                Console.WriteLine("ENDTEST"); 
            } 
        } 

    } 

} 
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.method /*06000002*/ private hidebysig static  
        void  CatchFinallyTEst() cil managed 
// SIG: 00 00 01 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x2084 
  // Code size       51 (0x33) 
  .maxstack  1 
  .locals /*11000001*/ init ([0] class 
[mscorlib/*23000001*/]System.Exception/*01000014*/ e) 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  .try 
  { 
    .try 
    { 
      IL_0001:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
      IL_0002:  /* 72   | (70)000001       */ ldstr      "try" /* 70000001 */ 
      IL_0007:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib/*23000001*/]System.Console/*01000013*/::WriteLine(string) /* 0A000011 */ 
      IL_000c:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
      IL_000d:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
      IL_000e:  /* DE   | 10               */ leave.s    IL_0020 
    }  // end .try 
    catch [mscorlib/*23000001*/]System.Exception/*01000014*/  
    { 
      IL_0010:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
      IL_0011:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
      IL_0012:  /* 72   | (70)000009       */ ldstr      "Test" /* 70000009 */ 
      IL_0017:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib/*23000001*/]System.Console/*01000013*/::WriteLine(string) /* 0A000011 */ 
      IL_001c:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
      IL_001d:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
      IL_001e:  /* DE   | 00               */ leave.s    IL_0020 
    }  // end handler 
    // HEX: 00 00 00 00 01 00 00 00 0F 00 00 00 10 00 00 00 10 00 00 00 14 00 00 01 
    IL_0020:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
    IL_0021:  /* DE   | 0E               */ leave.s    IL_0031 
  }  // end .try 
  finally 
  { 
    IL_0023:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
    IL_0024:  /* 72   | (70)000013       */ ldstr      "Finally" /* 70000013 */ 
    IL_0029:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib/*23000001*/]System.Console/*01000013*/::WriteLine(string) /* 0A000011 */ 
    IL_002e:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
    IL_002f:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
    IL_0030:  /* DC   |                  */ endfinally 
  }  // end handler 
  // HEX: 02 00 00 00 01 00 00 00 22 00 00 00 23 00 00 00 0E 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
  IL_0031:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0032:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::CatchFinallyTEst 
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.method private hidebysig static void  DoWhile(string[] args) cil managed 
// SIG: 00 01 01 1D 0E 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x20f0 
  // Code size       25 (0x19) 
  .maxstack  2 
  .locals init ([0] bool CS$4$0000) 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0002:  /* 72   | (70)000033       */ ldstr      "dowhile" 
  IL_0007:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_000c:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_000d:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_000e:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_000f:  /* 8E   |                  */ ldlen 
  IL_0010:  /* 69   |                  */ conv.i4 
  IL_0011:  /* 16   |                  */ ldc.i4.0 
  IL_0012:  /* FE02 |                  */ cgt 
  IL_0014:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
  IL_0015:  /* 06   |                  */ ldloc.0 
  IL_0016:  /* 2D   | E9               */ brtrue.s   IL_0001 
  IL_0018:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::DoWhile 
.method private hidebysig static void  ForTest() cil managed 
// SIG: 00 00 01 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x2140 
  // Code size       43 (0x2b) 
  .maxstack  2 
  .locals init ([0] int32 i, 
           [1] bool CS$4$0000) 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 16   |                  */ ldc.i4.0 
  IL_0002:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
  IL_0003:  /* 2B   | 11               */ br.s       IL_0016 
  IL_0005:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0006:  /* 72   | (70)00004F       */ ldstr      "in for" 
  IL_000b:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_0010:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0011:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0012:  /* 06   |                  */ ldloc.0 
  IL_0013:  /* 17   |                  */ ldc.i4.1 
  IL_0014:  /* 58   |                  */ add 
  IL_0015:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
  IL_0016:  /* 06   |                  */ ldloc.0 
  IL_0017:  /* 1F   | 64               */ ldc.i4.s   100 
  IL_0019:  /* FE04 |                  */ clt 
  IL_001b:  /* 0B   |                  */ stloc.1 
  IL_001c:  /* 07   |                  */ ldloc.1 
  IL_001d:  /* 2D   | E6               */ brtrue.s   IL_0005 
  IL_001f:  /* 72   | (70)00005D       */ ldstr      "out for" 
  IL_0024:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_0029:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_002a:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::ForTest  
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.method private hidebysig static void  Main(string[] args) cil managed 
// SIG: 00 01 01 1D 0E 
{ 
  .entrypoint 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x2050 
  // Code size       48 (0x30) 
  .maxstack  8 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_0002:  /* 28   | (06)000008       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::Iftest(string[]) 
  IL_0007:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0008:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_0009:  /* 28   | (06)000007       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::SwitchTest(string[]) 
  IL_000e:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_000f:  /* 28   | (06)000006       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::ForTest() 
  IL_0014:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0015:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_0016:  /* 28   | (06)000005       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::WhileTest(string[]) 
  IL_001b:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_001c:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_001d:  /* 28   | (06)000004       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::DoWhile(string[]) 
  IL_0022:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0023:  /* 28   | (06)000003       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::GotoTest() 
  IL_0028:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0029:  /* 28   | (06)000002       */ call       void 
ConsoleApplication5.Program::CatchFinallyTEst() 
  IL_002e:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_002f:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::Main 
 
.method private hidebysig static void  GotoTest() cil managed 
// SIG: 00 00 01 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x20e0 
  // Code size       14 (0xe) 
  .maxstack  8 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 72   | (70)000023       */ ldstr      "JmpTest" 
  IL_0006:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_000b:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_000c:  /* 2B   | F3               */ br.s       IL_0001 
} // end of method Program::GotoTest 
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.method private hidebysig static void  SwitchTest(string[] args) cil managed 
// SIG: 00 01 01 1D 0E 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x2178 
  // Code size       38 (0x26) 
  .maxstack  2 
  .locals init ([0] int32 CS$4$0000) 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_0002:  /* 8E   |                  */ ldlen 
  IL_0003:  /* 69   |                  */ conv.i4 
  IL_0004:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
  IL_0005:  /* 06   |                  */ ldloc.0 
  IL_0006:  /* 17   |                  */ ldc.i4.1 
  IL_0007:  /* 2E   | 02               */ beq.s      IL_000b 
  IL_0009:  /* 2B   | 0D               */ br.s       IL_0018 
  IL_000b:  /* 72   | (70)00006D       */ ldstr      "1" 
  IL_0010:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_0015:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0016:  /* 2B   | 0D               */ br.s       IL_0025 
  IL_0018:  /* 72   | (70)000071       */ ldstr      "def" 
  IL_001d:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_0022:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0023:  /* 2B   | 00               */ br.s       IL_0025 
  IL_0025:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::SwitchTest 
.method private hidebysig static void  WhileTest(string[] args) cil managed 
// SIG: 00 01 01 1D 0E 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x2118 
  // Code size       27 (0x1b) 
  .maxstack  2 
  .locals init ([0] bool CS$4$0000) 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 2B   | 0D               */ br.s       IL_0010 
  IL_0003:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0004:  /* 72   | (70)000043       */ ldstr      "while" 
  IL_0009:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_000e:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_000f:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0010:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_0011:  /* 8E   |                  */ ldlen 
  IL_0012:  /* 69   |                  */ conv.i4 
  IL_0013:  /* 16   |                  */ ldc.i4.0 
  IL_0014:  /* FE02 |                  */ cgt 
  IL_0016:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
  IL_0017:  /* 06   |                  */ ldloc.0 
  IL_0018:  /* 2D   | E9               */ brtrue.s   IL_0003 
  IL_001a:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::WhileTest  
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.method private hidebysig static void  WhileTest(string[] args) cil managed 
// SIG: 00 01 01 1D 0E 
{ 
  // Method begins at RVA 0x2118 
  // Code size       27 (0x1b) 
  .maxstack  2 
  .locals init ([0] bool CS$4$0000) 
  IL_0000:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0001:  /* 2B   | 0D               */ br.s       IL_0010 
  IL_0003:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0004:  /* 72   | (70)000043       */ ldstr      "while" 
  IL_0009:  /* 28   | (0A)000011       */ call       void 
[mscorlib]System.Console::WriteLine(string) 
  IL_000e:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_000f:  /* 00   |                  */ nop 
  IL_0010:  /* 02   |                  */ ldarg.0 
  IL_0011:  /* 8E   |                  */ ldlen 
  IL_0012:  /* 69   |                  */ conv.i4 
  IL_0013:  /* 16   |                  */ ldc.i4.0 
  IL_0014:  /* FE02 |                  */ cgt 
  IL_0016:  /* 0A   |                  */ stloc.0 
  IL_0017:  /* 06   |                  */ ldloc.0 
  IL_0018:  /* 2D   | E9               */ brtrue.s   IL_0003 
  IL_001a:  /* 2A   |                  */ ret 
} // end of method Program::WhileTest 
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